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I W A N T T W O ORIGINALS
The Quests got our big break with EMI when we were invited for an audition.We were
naturally excited with the news as EMI was the very same label that Cliff Richard and The
Shadows recorded for.
We worked very hard, practising to perfection the numbers we had prepared for the
audition. On that day in 1964 , we loaded our equipment onto two taxis to go to McDonald
House at Orchard Road.We had to load them into the elevators to get to the fourth floor
where the studio was. On the fourth floor, we lugged them into the studio and hurriedly
set them up. Once settled we did a final check to tune the guitars with the grand piano in
the studio.
We did some instrumentals, which were recorded on tape.We then heard the playbacks.
I remember those present were Mrs Daisy Devan, the A&R manager of EMI, the recording
engineer Mr Lee Choh Ming and another gentleman representing Borneo company, the
distributor for EMI records then.
We survived. At the end of the audition Mrs Devan said, "OK, boys, we are going to sign
up The Quests. You will come next week for the first recording session. But I want two
originals."
We were more than overjoyed.We celebrated our first big break that evening with a grand
dinner. I went home wondering how could we ever come up with two original tunes. We
had never tried our hands at composing before.This was new territory for us.
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MY FIRST COMPOSITION
I still had my faithful Rossini F-hole guitar.The next day I took it out of the closet and
strummed some chords, and thought that we had better come up with something or we
were going to blow it this time for good. I was sure we were not going to get another
chance to be on record.
I strummed a C chord, then anA minor.You guessed it right, the next chord could either
be an F or a D minor. I chose the latter, followed by a G7 as the turn around dominant
chord. I tried to hum a tune in my mind to match this first simple four-chord progression.
Yes that's it! G-C-E-C-B-A for the first two bars of C and A minor then followed by AD-F-D-C-B on the D minor and G7.Yes, it sounded melodious.
I was quite certain I had not heard it anywhere before. I played it to my elder sister who
responded by saying, "Yes,I think it sounds quite nice." Her remarks offered some comfort
as she did not mention that she had heard it before.
Encouraged, I continued for the next 30 minutes or so trying to hum some other parts
of the composition, and finally completed the whole tune in the next hour or so. It was
done but it still needed a title.
The next day we gathered at Jap's place and tried to play the tune together. Our amplifiers
and drums were set up in the rear corridor next to the kitchen. As Jap lived in a ground
floor apartment a small crowd had already gathered at the window, as usual, to watch
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and listen to us rehearse. I gave Jap the chord chart I had prepared and played Reg the
melody line before assuming my bass guitar.They seemed to like it.We played it with a jazzrock rhythm and ran through it more than a dozen times that afternoon until it sounded
smooth and properly honed. Everyone in the group confirmed it was also the first time
they had heard the melody. I was rest assured I had composed an original.Thank goodness,
it was a great relief.Yes, we needed one more original and we would be ready for next
week.

'HEY HENRY! LISTEN TO THIS'
We left for home after the practice session. As I was having dinner the phone rang. "It's
for you," my sister said as she handed me the handset.
"Hey Henry! Listen to this." Reg shouted excitedly over the other end. He began to hum
a tune over the line. It sounded like a theme song for a Western movie.As both of us could
not read or write music then, I asked him to come over quickly to my place so that I could
record it on my father's four-track Grundig machine.As he was on the way in the taxi, he
had to keep humming and whistling the tune in case he might forget it when he arrived.
Thirty minutes later he knocked on my door. I quickly got him to play the melody on my
Rossini and put it down on tape. Not bad, not bad at all! Two originals in two days! I was
so glad, I did not mind footing the $2 for Reg's taxi fare home. I spent the next half hour
working out the chords for Reg's tune.
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The next day, we were back at Jap's place again. As usual our audience had gathered at the
window.This time we put Reg's composition together and rehearsed my tune a few more
times until we were all satisfied with both the arrangements. By the end of the session each
of us could hum or whistle both the tunes effortlessly. So could our informal audience.

CALL IT SHANTY!'
On that important day, we arrived early in the morning at the EMI studio on the fourth
floor of McDonald House at Orchard Road.We set up our instruments and amps. Reg was
using his Strat,Jap an F-hole semi solid, and I with my faithful Hofner bass.
Mrs Devan was as enthusiastic as we were. "Have you boys got the two original numbers?"
She asked.
"Yes, we have," I answered.
"Good. Let's hear them." She said smilingly.
Jap counted us in again with a "three-four." We played my
tune first, and we could see that she liked it as she was
beaming in approval.
When we finished she commented, "It's a very nice melody.
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What's the title?"
I answered, "I think I'll call it 'Shanty,' spelt S-H-A-N-T-Y."
I had just thought of the name the night before but had not discussed it with the boys. I
figured the name Shanty sounded musical and befitted the tune.
Mrs Devan was very encouraging. "Very good. You've got one tune already. Let's listen
to the next one."
The next day, we were back at Jap's place again. As usual our audience had gathered at
the window.This time we put Reg's composition together and rehearsed my tune a few
more times until we were all satisfied with both the arrangements. By the end of the
session each of us could hum or whistle both the tunes effortlessly. So could our informal
audience.
We played Reg's tune.We named it "Gallopin'," as the introduction and the ending part
of the tune sounded like horses galloping into the sunset. It reminded me of movies like
Giant and Shane.
After the trial runs Mrs Devan said, "I think Shanty should be on the A-side." And that's
it. On August 24, 1964, we laid down "Shanty" and "Gallopin"' after three takes each. I
was just 17 years old and Reg was a few months younger.The sound engineer behind
the four-track Marconi machine was Lee Choh Ming, who, incidentally was my neighbour,
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living in the same block of flats in Tiong Bahru. Lee was well known and respected in
the recording industry, having produced many successful artistes. He was trained at
the EMI Abbey Road Studios in London, the very studios where the Shadows and the
Beatles produced their hits.
The record was released sometime in October 1964, after the discs arrived from EMI India
where they were pressed. EMI wanted to be sure that the record would be a success. It
organised a launch with the press,radio and Rediffusion, inviting all the radio announcers and
disc jockeys for cocktails and to meet us.There were numerous write-ups and photos in the
media about our debut record and us. We were billed as the first Singapore group ever to
release an instrumental record with original compositions.
The record was put to judgement at the mercy of those learned judges in the Pop Inn
programme. I recalled that programme when "Shanty" was aired on TV while Vernon Palmer,
Charles Lazaroo and another judge listened with great intensity.We were behind the curtains
in the studio while our fate was being determined.Thankfully, the tune was accorded high
marks by all the judges,receiving even a nine from Vernon Palmer.
We were not the first local group to be on record.The Crescendos were the first They were
a vocal group comprising three males and afemale lead vocalist, Susan Lim.Then followed by
the Sundowners, a male singing duo.
The Crescendos were a huge success on the Philips label.Their songs, "Mr.Twister," "Silver
Threads And Golden Needles" and "Cotton Fields," had gone onto the local charts for many
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weeks even before we ever stepped into the EMI studio. But they sang songs by other artistes.
We were different from them as we were an instrumental group. We played our own
music on records while session musicians accompanied their recording.And we wrote
many of our own compositions for the records.

'SHANTY' CLIMBS THE CHARTS
During the next few weeks after its release, "Shanty" kept
climbing the charts and went on to top the Singapore and
Malaysia Hit Parade charts. In Singapore it stayed for at
least 12 weeks on top, even ousting the Beatles' "I Should
Have Known Better."
We were amazed and delighted by our achievement. In
the next few months, it was not possible to tune into the
radio without listening to "Shanty." Other groups too learnt
the tune and played it at the popular tea dances, which
were the teenagers' favourite pastime on a Sunday afternoon.
"Shanty" had served the Quests well. It was our signature
tune. At every one of our appearances we never failed to receive requests for it. It was
to remain so for the next 36 years.
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An excerpt from Henry Chua's book, Call It Shanty:The Story OfThe Quests [BigO Books, 188
pgs, $18.90].Th e Quests went on to record other original instrumentals likeTea Break and the
Pop Inn Theme and later Memories,Come On And Shout and The Quests first instrumental EP
with four original tunes.To get a copy of the book, order from http:llwww.bigo.com.sg or buy it
at your favourite bookshop.You can also keep up to date with Quests news at Henry Chua's
website at http:llhome.pacific.net.sg/—pisces. Get on the BigO Email List to find out more. Email
singbigo@singnetcom.sg with the message, "Put me on your mailing list," and get free weekly
e-zine featuring music news, reviews,movies, book and cool, cutting-edge stuff.
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ThankYou
We totally missed out on growing up with The Quests.We had heard wonderful stories
told to us by the generation before. It seemed like a beautiful and exciting era for music
in Singapore, in the 1960s. For almost a year, we have since been digging up old Quests
vintage vinyls and collecting its history.
This album is all about heritage. Our heritage.
To Henry Chua for his dedication, devotion and generousity with helping us put this
album together.Vernon Cheong,for the loan of his precious vinyl collections.Without
him, this album would not have been possible.To Joe Wu, HJ Teo, Joseph Pereira and
the rest of the Mad Quests Fans out there for supporting and rallying us on. To BigO,
for keeping the legacy of The Quests very much alive.Thank you all for your big hearted
support.

Jeannie Lim & Pearl W o n g
EMI Music Singapore
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